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W hat was the fate o f  the Israelites who left; Egypt, crossed the Sea o f  
Reeds and stood at Sinai? At first blush, the answer o f  Scripture seems 

unequivocal: except for the children and teenagers among them, they all 
died in the desert during four prolonged decades o f  ceaseless wandering 
from desert camp to desert camp as a consequence o f  their refusal to follow  
the inspired counsel o f  Joshua and Caleb and instead to embrace the pes
simism o f  the other ten spies Moses sent to reconnoiter the Land o f Canaan. 
N ot only is this punishment stated explicitly in Scripture in so many words 
(“Your children share bear the burden o f your faithlessness by wandering in 
this desert for forty years—until there are none o f  you left to die”), but it is 
also presumed by many other texts as a self-evident detail o f  the narrative 
that needs neither to be demonstrated nor proven.1 Even inner-biblical 
chronology was structured to suit the assumption that Israel spent forty 
years in the wilderness. When Scripture takes note o f  Aaron’s death, for 
example, it is specifically noted that it took place on the first day o f  the fifth 
month o f  the fortieth year that the Israelite spent in the desert.2 And M oses’ 
own dates also match the concept o f  a forty-year period o f  wandering 
between leaving Egypt and arriving in Canaan: he is eighty when he first 
approaches Pharaoh and 120 when he dies, which accords nicely with the 
notice at the very beginning o f  Deuteronomy to the effect that Moses began 
delivering his closing peroration to the people on the first day o f  the 
eleventh month in the fortieth year after the Exodus.3 Eventually, the con
cept became an aggadic staple: when the Mishnah declares that the genera
tion o f  the desert has no portion in the W orld-to-Come, it presumes its 
readers to know that it means to damn precisely those people who died in 
the desert during the decades o f  wandering.4
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Nevertheless, there are any number o f  texts that seem incongruent with a 
notion o f four decades o f desert wandering. And, indeed, Moses is regularly 
depicted in the Torah as being unaware o f  any such tradition. At the begin
ning o f  the fourth chapter o f  Deuteronomy, for example, Moses is clearly 
addressing the whole people, not just those forty- and fifty-somethings who 
left Egypt and were still alive to participate in the war o f  conquest. He 
exhorts them to remain faithful to God’s word as they embark on the con
quest o f  the land—we are presumably to understand that he would have 
been addressing himself specifically to those about to take part in battle— and 
then asks them to remember the day that they stood before the Lord, their 
God, at Mount Horeb. N ot content to make mere allusion to the events o f  
that holy day, however, Moses reminds them o f its details: that the flames 
atop the mountain ascended into the “heart o f heaven” and that it illumi
nated the soupy mixture o f  fog, darkness and cloud that bathed the moun
tain as they approached its base. As though one could forget such a thing, he 
then goes even further and gets direcdy to the point: “Then Adonai spoke 
directly to you from within the fire— and you heard a real voice,” Moses 
reminds the people, “but you saw no image at all. There was just the voice.”5 

There is no nod at all in the text to the fact that these people, in fact, were 
not those who stood at Sinai— and that only the smallest percentage o f  them 
would logically have been there according to the detail o f the larger narrative. 
But this theme continues through the end o f  the Torah and Deuteronomy is 
replete with passages in which Moses appears to have forgotten that the peo
ple he is addressing are not the former slaves who left Egypt or who stood at 
the foot o f Sinai at all, but their children. There are, in fact, at least a dozen 
passages like this sprinkled throughout the entire book . . . and in none o f  
them does Scripture pause to explain why Moses was addressing the people 
as though they were their own parents.

Oftentimes, these passages are totally explicit. “But you, Adonai seized and 
brought forth from Egypt, that smelter o f  (human) iron,” Moses says, wax
ing just a bit atypically poetic.6 “God was actually present to exert the full 
might o f  the divine to bring you forth from Egypt,” Moses recalls just a few 
lines later.7 And there is also a passage in which Moses makes explicit the 
point that the people to whom he is speaking saw the liberating acts o f  God 
“with their own eyes.”8

On one occasion, Moses actually does refer to his audience’s parents, but 
only to note— in terms o f the larger biblical narrative, incomprehensibly—  
that it was specifically not with the parents o f  the people he is addressing that 
God established a covenant, but with “we ourselves, the very people who are 
actually alive here on this very day.”9 In another passage, Moses approaches 
the same point from the other direction, noting that it was not only the par
ents o f  the people he is addressing who missed witnessing the saving acts o f  
God, but also their children who missed the display o f  divine might— instead 
“it was you who saw with your own eyes the entire wondrous deed Adonai 
performed.”10 But even in other passages, where Moses does not refer specif
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ically to previous or subsequent generations, the assumption that the people 
poised to conquer the land are the same people who left Egypt seems unas
sailable.11

Mixed in with these unequivocal passages, though, are others in which 
Moses does seem to recall that he has been shlepping around in the desert for 
forty years. H e says it in so many words too: “I guided you through the 
desert for forty years,” he notes without making it clear if he is speaking on  
his own or citing an oracle o f  G od.12 “I am now 120 years old,” Moses notes 
wearily at the very end o f  the book in a passage that must be related to the 
idea that the Israelites had been wandering for forty years.13 “Remember the 
road Adonai your God led you along for forty years in the desert,” the text 
notes at another point.14 And Deuteronomy begins with an indirect reference 
to the forty years o f  wandering when Moses resumes the story o f  Numbers 
14— although, in it, Moses merely mentions that the ironic fate o f those who 
actually left Egypt was to die in the desert so that their children, the very 
ones they so feared would not survive the conquest, will have the privilege o f  
conquering the land.15

Modern students o f  Scripture, mostly schooled in the divide-and-conquer 
school o f  biblical scholarship, will shrug off these difficulties by assuming that 
there must have been alternate traditions guiding the narrative— one in 
which the Israelites wandered in the desert for forty years and one in which 
they didn’t. But the Torah (as transmitted and canonized) is a single, unified 
work that exists as far more than the mere aggregate o f  its anterior sources. 
Undoubtedly put together finally in the Second Temple period, the Torah is 
a single book in five parts that presents—regardless o f  the literary history o f  
any o f its stories or laws— a unified spiritual program rooted in the priesdy 
religiosity o f  the day. To assume that Scripture, then, simply failed to take 
note o f  the fact that its major character seems to be unaware o f one o f  its 
major story lines— and then only some o f the time—is to assume a level o f  
editorial incompetence highly inconsistent with the redactional skill displayed 
throughout the work.

Readers may recall that I have written in this journal repeatedly about this 
theme in an attempt to unravel the biblical worldview by analyzing the texts 
o f  the Bible in their own terms, i.e., without imposing modern editorial stan
dards on them and then either finding them wanting or not wanting. And, 
indeed, this issue with Moses and the forty years is part o f  a general inclina
tion on the part o f  Scripture in many different contexts not to treat its own 
narratives as stories, but as lessons. That is how it becomes possible for Ish- 
mael to be a baby and a teenager at the same time— not because a real 
human being isn’t a certain age at a given moment, but because the tension 
that led to Hagar’s expulsion from her master’s home (and her mistress’s) 
began building, apparently, almost simultaneously with Ishmael’s birth . . . 
and the ability o f  Scripture to tell its stories diachronically rather than syn- 
chronically—that is, when the spectrum o f  alternate possibilities trumps the 
modern author’s obsession with the necessarily successive or simultaneous
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nature o f  disparate acts— comes to the fore precisely to suggest that what 
really did happen is not necessarily what just as reasonably could have hap
pened.16 Insisting that these stories must necessarily hearken back to different 
version o f  the ancient saga that managed to come and go without leaving a 
trace o f  their existence is to miss the point even if it is historically so: in the 
Torah as redacted, published and transmitted, both versions are presented 
not because they fit well together— and certainly not because o f  deficient, 
uncareful editing— but precisely because they mirror alternate possibilities.

The quality o f forgiveness as it occurs naturally in human affairs is highly 
reflective o f  this aspect o f  biblical stylistics. Indeed, one could argue that the 
whole concept o f  forgiveness rests in the human ability to construct a variant 
to historical reality and then to live, at least emotionally, within that reno
vated construct— a myth— and, more to the point, to relate to people as they 
exist within that myth rather than to those same people as they actually do 
exist within the unyielding parade o f endless moments that constitutes his
toric time. This is why Scripture has no difficulty depicting Cain settling 
down, marrying, producing a family and founding a city even though he has 
just been punished with a lifetime o f wandering for his crime. True, he com 
mitted a terrible sin . . . but was he solely to blame? Wasn’t there a certain 
arbitrary aspect to the way God’s favor was dispensed so liberally to Abel and 
withheld from Cain? (Scripture nods to this aspect o f  the story by declining 
to offer any explanation for G od’s response to the original offerings.17) 
Unwilling to indict God directly, then, the story simply depicts God meting 
out a horrific punishment, then forgets all about it and shows Cain getting 
on with his life in the manner o f  people who attempt to rehabilitate them
selves by re-inventing the givens o f  their lives.18

This biblical concept o f  forgiveness as the embracing o f  alternate realities 
is at the core o f many smaller biblical discrepancies often casually derided as 
inadvertent inconsistencies within the text. M oses, for example, turns 
Pharaoh’s threat that he will never receive Moses again into a curse by agree
ing that, indeed, they will never m eet again . . .  no matter how  badly 
Pharaoh needs to plead for forgiveness for his own obstinacy.19 But then the 
narrative forgets about Moses’ curse and the two do meet again . . . and pre
cisely when Pharaoh needs the most to beg for Moses’ intervention before 
his people meet with even more devastating misfortune than the death o f  
their first-born sons.20 Has Scripture merely forgotten Moses’ curse? Or is 
there a nod here— a subtie, but discernable one— to the fact that Pharaoh 
was ready to let the Israelites leave as early on as the sixth plague and that it 
was God— as the biblical narrative plainly says—who had to intervene to 
restore Pharaoh’s customary stubbornness lest he yield to M oses’ behest 
before the full panoply o f  divine horror-lessons had been properly taught?21

Similarly, we read elsewhere about Miriam and Aaron’s pique at their 
brother, Moses’, choice o f  a second wife.22 God, apparently irritated at their 
meddling presumptuousness, then calls all the parties— Miriam, Aaron and 
Moses— forward to the Tent o f  Meeting for a serious talking-to aimed at set-
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ting things right, whereupon the divine cloud immediately lowers to indicate 
the arrival o f  the divine presence.23 When the cloud lifts, however, although 
all three are still present, only Miriam has been punished.24 Aaron’s presence 
is specifically mentioned twice, but he plays no indispensable role in this part 
o f  the narrative— the first reference is merely to him turning to face his sis
ter— and, in fact, the text appears to have forgotten that he was no less guilty 
than Miriam in finding Moses’ choice o f  a second wife distasteful.25 Has the 
narrative simply forgotten about Aaron’s “real” role in the story? Or is the 
narrative merely “forgiving” Aaron’s uncertainty about the suitability o f  the 
Cushite woman, a sylph who appears in the shadows in this single narrative 
and then vanishes completely from the narrative never to be heard from— or 
referred to— again? If Aaron was right about her suitability as a sister-in-law, 
then Miriam would have been no less right. Or is the text masking a different 
aspect o f  ancient reality: that it was indeed the place o f  one brother to ques
tion another’s choice o f  spouse (perhaps in the absence o f  a living father), 
which was seen as inappropriate meddling on the part o f  a sister (perhaps 
because she, sharing the same gender as the intended spouse in question, 
could never be trusted truly to be impartial)?

Similarly, we read two divergent accounts o f  King Saul’s death in adjacent 
chapters in the Book o f  Samuel. In the first, the more famous one, Saul is 
obliged to take his own life when his arms-bearer is too terrified to do the 
job even after being ordered to do so.26 In the second version, an Amalekite 
youth stumbles across the not-quite-dead-yet Saul and, as an act o f  charity 
and at the specific behest o f  the king, he kills him.27 It’s not impossible to fit 
the stories together, but the narrator o f the first version cannot logically be 
the narrator o f  the second. Moreover, a final redactor must either have 
missed that point or else not felt anywhere near as obliged as a modern editor 
would to harmonize divergent aspects o f a single story. And the element o f  
forgiveness is here as well—Saul is a tragic figure whose death is specifically 
revealed by the posthumously risen Samuel to be part o f  his punishment for 
having showed pity where God had decreed there be none at all.28 But surely 
any student o f  Scripture knows that compassion and mercy are part o f  the 
array o f divine attributes a pious individual might entirely rationally choose to 
imitate— and by presenting alternate visions o f  his demise, Scripture is sug
gesting— obliquely and subtly, but not imperceptibly—that Saul might just as 
reasonably have been forgiven by God for sparing King Agag as be punished 
for his merciful forbearance.

That the last book o f  the Torah presents the Israelites as both having wan
dering for forty years in the wilderness and also as having survived their trek 
through the wilderness to embark on the conquest o f  the land is a discrep
ancy that falls in the same general category as those mentioned above. The 
Israelites, after all, had no criteria to bring to bear when the spies returned 
with alternate analyses o f  how best to proceed. Moreover, the spies do not 
differ with respect to their actual report, but only with respect to their analy
sis o f the Israelites’ chances for success in conquering the land.29 The text
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does not go o ff in this direction per se, but the underlying reality o f  the 
m om ent— that the people were forced to choose between majority and 
minority reports with nothing more substantial than hearsay evidence to  
guide them— is clear enough from the story as told. Moreover, the point is 
made explicit that the spies were all men o f  stature and leaders o f  the people 
whose words would not naturally or easily be disregarded.30 And, indeed, the 
precise way in which the people were som ehow supposed to know that 
Joshua and Caleb were analyzing the data correcdy is rather pointedly omit
ted by the biblical narrative. Nor does Scripture pause to explain why, if the 
divine kavod was going to descend on the Tent o f  Meeting at that precise 
moment anyway, God doesn’t use it to prove the correctness o f  Caleb and 
Joshua’s analysis o f  the situation, just as it appears to prove the validity o f  
Moses’ and Aaron’s positions o f  leadership just a few chapters later.31 Surely 
that would have given the people a clear sign!

One o f  the most difficult lessons o f  Scripture for moderns to grasp is the 
notion that time itself is a kind o f midrash on creation as it exists from the 
vantage point o f  its timeless Creator. The notion o f  endlessly successive 
moments creating the context for all human activity seems so self-evident 
that it takes some intellectual discipline even to begin attempting to imagine 
a world in which existence exists solely as a function o f the will o f  God to cre
ate . .  . and totally independently o f  the strictures imposed on it by the (only 
apparently) inexorably steady flow o f  past into present, and present into 
future. When the Bible presents the Israelites gathered on the Plains o f Moab 
on the eve o f  the conquest punished and not punished, wandering and not 
wandering, dead and not dead yet—it is not forgetting to remember a detail, 
but rather shedding its patina o f  human normalcy and, as the stories diverge 
for just a moment, letting readers peep through an impossibly narrow crevice 
to see a world in God that exists with neither reference to time past or time 
to come . . . and in which the endless flow o f moments is for once taken for 
what logic dictates it has to be: a kind o f  exegetical tool devised by the cre
ated within the confines o f  their creative imaginations to explain creation . . . 
but which can never adequately even begin to explain the Creator, Whose 
existence is neither bound by time nor by space . . . nor by the intellectual 
capabilities o f  human storytellers.

That being the case, the modern obsession with inner-literary consistency 
will be somewhat o f a counterproductive tool to bring to the literary analysis 
o f  the Bible because the concept o f  consistency itself is inconsistent with the 
notion o f  existence outside the strictures o f  time past, present and future. 
Instead, the Bible—when not falling back on the totally normal human incli
nation to organize existence around memory (o f the past), perception (o f the 
present) and dreams (o f the future)— allows itself to speak about any number 
o f things almost clearly . . . and, among them, about the nature o f  forgive
ness no less obliquely than profoundly.

To forgive another, Scripture is teaching, it is som ehow necessary for 
human beings wholly rooted in cartesian reality, newtonian physics and ein-
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steinian time to take the extraordinary step o f  stepping outside the breadth 
and depth o f  a world perceived— or rather: deem ed perceptible— solely 
through a prism fashioned o f  successive moments for the sake o f  living 
inside a myth o f  their own devising . . . but without becoming so mired in 
the myth as to lose contact with the reality o f  life as it is actually lived by 
three dimensional people anchored in time. (That, o f  course, is the nature o f  
myth and the source o f  its strength: the ability o f  a story to inspire people to 
live within its detail without crossing the line into mental feebleness is pre
cisely what distinguishes a real myth from a merely heuristic fable.) To for
give is indeed divine— but specifically in the sense that the key to forgiving 
another rests in an individual’s willingness to embrace the far more mal
leable kind o f reality usually associated with the Author o f  History, not in 
the sense that to forgive is merely contrary to the general human inclination 
not to forgive.

Scripture notes several times that human beings are made in the image o f  
God.32 Although this idea is never actually explained in any real detail, m od
erns (for whom the incorporeal nature o f God is a given) will perhaps want 
to imagine that the Bible is holding out in these passages the possibility o f  
human beings standing outside the physical nature o f  the universe for the 
sake o f  becoming just a bit God-like. By providing alternate endings to any 
number o f  biblical stories, Scripture is noting that the immutable nature o f  
past events is not quite as absolute as one mired in the temporal midmsh 
humans use to explain the world might at first think. And that there could 
conceivably be alternate midmshim  as well: time not solely as an endless road 
o f  ever-passing moments, but also as a bag o f  days no more obliged (or do I 
mean: condemned) to existing in a certain order than do onions in a sack 
brought home from the store but not yet opened, as a spectrum o f  co-exis
tent colors that cannot be perceived simultaneously for reasons that have far 
more to do with the workings o f  the human optic nerve and the human 
brain than with their own nature, as a story only finally concluded with the 
storyteller’s final breath.

That being the case, being created in the image o f the Creator means hav
ing the ability— the fleeting, almost incomprehensibly brief, practically 
unfathomable opportunity—to join God outside the givens o f  the created 
world for the briefest o f  moments and, in so doing, to experience commu
nion with God through the imitation o f divine attributes: to forgive another 
by embracing an alternate ending to an unfinished story, to become merciful 
by seeing the good that people are capable o f  doing instead o f  the deeds they 
may have actually performed, to become kind by considering the hidden 
motives and secret dynamics that lie just beneath the outer patina o f  human 
life. That Scripture teaches these lessons subtly, quiedy, almost always with
out drawing attention to them is part o f  the lesson as well, in fact: when 
Scripture notes that humanity is created in God’s image, it is saying— sub
dy—that no quality assigned to God is by definition beyond the grasp o f  the 
pious . . . including those that appear to require an individual to step out o f



the world to join God in the world behind the world, the world o f  truth with 
respect to which this world we actually inhabit is only midrash and mashal.

NOTES

1. “Your children etc.” : Number 14:33. Texts that presuppose that the Israelites wandered 
in the desert for forty years: Num bers 32 :13 , D euteronom y 2:7 , 8 :1 -5  and 29 :4 , Joshua 
1 4:6 -12 , Amos 2:10 and Psalm 95:10 (where the decades o f  wandering appear to be a conse
quence o f  the events at Massah and Merivah described in Exodus 17).

2. Num ber 33:38. The age the Torah gives for Aaron at his death— 123— at Numbers 
33:39 accords nicely with the note at Exodus 7:7 to the effect that he was eighty-three years 
old at the time o f  the Exodus.

3. Eighty when he approached Pharaoh: Exodus 7:7. 120 when he died: Deuteronom y  
34:7. The date o f  M oses’ final peroration: Deuteronomy 1:3.

4. M. Sanhedrin 10:3. The generation o f  the desert is excluded from the W orld-to-Come, 
o f  course, because o f  the sin that brought about their wandering, not because o f  the wandering 
itself.

5. Deuteronomy 4 :1 1 -1 2 . Cf. Deuteronomy 4:36: God let you hear the divine voice from 
heaven to chasten you, which is also why God allowed you to see the great divine fire and to 
hear the voice o f  God from amidst the flames.

6. Deuteronomy 4:20. The context makes M oses’ point even clearer— to the other nations, 
God allotted the pagan deities o f  the world to worship, but to Israel, God showed the full force 
o f  the redemptive might o f  the divine.

7. Deuteronomy 4:37.
8. Deuteronomy 7:19.
9. Deuteronomy 5:3. The word here translated as “parents” (Hebrew: avoteinu) can also 

mean “ancestors.” That being the case, the verse could conceivably be read as M oses’ observa
tion that it was his generation, not their ancient forebears, with whom  God established the 
covenant, but the fact that the text stresses so carefully and forcefully that those with whom  
God made a covenant are the very people themselves standing before M oses as he speaks seems 
to preclude that interpretation: M oses is specifically excluding anyone not present as he speaks 
from having been at Sinai. Cf. Deuteronomy 2 9 :1 3 -1 4 , where M oses sounds as though he is 
nodding to the fact that the covenant was also established with people not in his immediate 
audience, only to move back to the stance that the people he is addressing were precisely those 
who left Egypt in the next verse: “You know perfectly well that it was we who lived in the land 
o f  Egypt.”

10. Deuteronomy 11:2 and 7.
11. Cf., e.g ., Deuteronomy 6:16 (“D o not test Adonai as you attempted to do at Mas

sah” ), 6:21 (“You shall say to your child, ‘We were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt, but God took  
us forth with a mighty hand” ), 7:8 (“It was because Adonai so loved you— and because God  
wished to make good on the promise made to your ancestors— that Adonai took you forth with 
a mighty hand and redeemed you from the house o f  bondage, from the service o f  Pharaoh, 
king o f  Egypt” ), 9:8 (“You so enraged Adonai at Horeb that Adonai was angry enough to  
destroy you utterly” ).

12. Deuteronomy 29:4. M oses is speaking about God (i.e. using the third person) up until 
this point, but the sentence ends with God speaking in the first person. Where the shift actually 
occurs is unclear.

13. Deuteronomy 31:2.
14. Deuteronomy 8:2. The text makes a second reference to the forty years in verse 4.
15. Deuteronomy 1:37-40 , resuming Numbers 14: 2 6 -3 5 . Why the text omits any refer

ence to the specific number o f  years it will take for the generation o f  slaves to die out— a point 
made repeatedly and very forcefully in the passage in Numbers— is a good question.

16. See my “Ishmael at Sixteen” in C onservative Ju da ism  53:4 (2001).
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17. Genesis 4 :4 -5 . Perhaps Scripture’s use o f  an unfamiliar, entirely unclear term to denote 
G od’s response to the brother’s separate offerings is intended obliquely to point readers in the 
same general direction.

18. See my essay “Enochville” in C onservative Ju d a ism  53:2 (2001) for an alternate solu
tion.

19. Exodus 10:29.
20. Exodus 12:31-32 .
21. Exodus 9:12. From here on, this becomes a regular feature o f  the narrative; cf. Exodus 

10:20 and 27 , 11:10 and 14:8.
22. Numbers 12:1.
23. Number 12:4-5 , cf. Exodus 33:9.
24. Numbers 12: 10a.
25. Numbers 1 2 :1 0 b - l l .
26. 1 Samuel 31:4.
27. 2 Samuel 1:10.
28. 1 Samuel 2 8 :1 8 -1 9 , cf. the earlier version o f  the story at 1 Samuel 15:28-29  (where 

Saul’s death is not specifically part o f  the punishment).
29. Number 13:27-29 . See Ramban’s commentary to Number 13:32, s.v. v e ta ca m  veyotz- 

i ’u d ib a t h a ’aretz , for a more detailed analysis o f  which o f  the spires’ comments were report and 
which were analysis.

30. Num ber 13:3. In his com ment to the word “m en” in the verse, Rashi notes that the 
word anashim  (“m en”) always implies people o f  importance and stature.

31. Numbers 14:10 and 17:7.
32. Genesis 1:26-27; 5:1 and 9:6.
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